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ABSTRACT
The resonance integral table based methods employing conventional multigroup structure for the
resonance self-shielding calculation have a common difficulty on treating the resonance
interference. The problem arises due to the lack of sufficient energy dependence of the resonance
cross sections when the calculation is performed in the multigroup structure. To address this, a
resonance interference factor model has been proposed to account for the interference effect by
comparing the interfered and non-interfered effective cross sections obtained from 0-D
homogeneous slowing-down solutions by continuous-energy cross sections. A rigorous
homogeneous slowing-down solver is developed with two important features for reducing the
calculation time and memory requirement for practical applications. The embedded self-shielding
method (ESSM) is chosen as the multigroup resonance self-shielding solver as an integral
component of the interference method. The interference method is implemented in the DeCART
transport code. Verification results show that the code system provides more accurate effective
cross sections and multiplication factors than the conventional interference method for UO2 and
MOX fuel cases. The additional computing time and memory for the interference correction is
acceptable for the test problems including a depletion case with 87 isotopes in the fuel region.
Key Words: Resonance interference, RIF model, homogeneous slowing down, ESSM

1. INTRODUCTION
When deterministic neutron transport methods are applied to lattice or whole-core problems, the
multigroup approximation is typically applied in the energy domain. Evaluation of multigroup
cross sections is a crucial challenge due to the complicated behavior of resonance cross sections.
There are in general two ways of performing the resonance self-shielding calculation. The best
approach for assuring accuracy in the energy domain is to solve the slowing-down equations for
the problem of interest. The continuous-energy (CE) cross sections are needed to resolve the
resonance behavior. Because of the limited computational resources, slowing-down codes such
as CENTRM [1] and RMET21 [2] usually assume 1-D cylindrical geometry that has been
converted from the square pin cell using the Wigner-Seitz approximation. The assumption of 1-D
cylindrical geometry does not account for the inter-pin spatial self-shielding effects in the actual
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reactor geometry. The second approach utilizes pre-computed resonance integral (RI) tables,
which are established by the slowing-down solution over a range of background cross sections.
Based on the equivalence theory [3], different methods can be derived in order to determine the
equivalence cross sections to account for spatial self-shielding. The Bondarenko background
cross section method [4] is the conventional method incorporating Dancoff factors to account for
the spatial self-shielding. The subgroup method [5] is another RI table based method where the
RI tables are usually converted to a set of subgroup levels and weights so that the equivalence
cross sections are subgroup-level dependent. Recently another promising RI table based method,
the iterative self-shielding method [6] [7] was proposed by Korea Atomic Energy Research
Institute (KAERI) and Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). ORNL entitled it Embedded
Self-Shielding Method (ESSM) because compared to the conventional Bondarenko method in
which the Dancoff factors should be approximated or evaluated outside the transport calculation,
ESSM provides tighter coupling between the neutron transport and self-shielding calculations, so
that the heterogeneous self-shielding effects are consistent with the multigroup transport
calculations of the whole system.
However, RI table based methods such as subgroup and ESSM have difficulty of treating the
interference effect among resonance isotopes. This is due to the fact that the RI tables are
generated at different temperatures and dilutions for each single resonance isotope by solving the
slowing-down equation with CE cross sections. The interference effect is neglected at this step
and is assumed to be treated at the multigroup level, e.g., by Bondarenko iteration described in
the WIMS code [8]. As shown in Williams’s early research [9], the corrections for interference
effect in the multigroup framework cannot account for resonance overlap in a mixture of
resonance isotopes.
Methods have been developed in attempt to capture the interference effect by adding parameters
to the RI tables. Ref. [10] shows a possibility of including the density ratio of two resonance
isotopes in the RI table to allow an estimate of the interference effect of two isotopes using a
direct RI table method such as ESSM. Ref. [11] also provides a way by introducing isotopic
density ratios which are parameterized through the subgroup weights for the subgroup method.
However, for MOX fuel or depleted fuel in which more than two resonance isotopes have
notable impact on the spectra, it is difficult to construct and interpolate within a large RI table
with multiple parameters accounting for the density ratios among dozens of resonance isotopes.
In addition to the table complexity, the method depends on expert judgment regarding the
dominant resonance isotopes, which complicates its extension to new fuel types such as thoriumbased fuel.
An approach that addressed these issues was the Resonance Interference Factor (RIF) method
[9]. In the RIF method, two sets of self-shielded multigroup cross sections are created for every
resonance isotope in the fuel. One set is created with a flux spectrum generated by isolating a
single resonance isotope from all other absorbers in the fuel mixture. The other set is created
with a flux spectrum generated by considering the entire fuel mixture of resonance isotopes.
Then for each resonance isotope, the two sets of self-shielded multigroup cross sections are
compared and interference factors can be obtained to account for the interference effect of a
concerning problem. The RIF model is developed in the lattice physics code LANCER02 [12]
and the results show that RIF correction can properly account for resonance interference.
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Furthermore, Kim and Williams improved the RIF model recently by using the spectra from the
rigorous slowing-down solutions, which are able to capture the interference effect accurately in
the energy domain [13-14].
We have incorporated an alternative CE slowing-down solver into the improved RIF model [1314] and have verified its results for realistic reactor configurations. Two advantage features of
the new slowing-down solver include: (1) decreased memory demand by using a problemdependent energy mesh from CENTRM but simplified for a homogeneous medium, instead of an
equal-lethargy mesh, and (2) improved efficiency by interpolating self-shielded cross sections for
the single resonance isotopes from pre-calculated homogeneous RI tables rather than being
solved on the fly. These two features allow the new RIF method to run on a current PC and does
not significantly increase the computational time even for the depleted cases with dozens of
resonance isotopes in the fuel. The new RIF method includes the ESSM as the multigroup
resonance self-shielding solver and has been incorporated into the DeCART transport code [15].
The results obtained with the modified version of DeCART are in good agreement with MCNP
solutions with only modest increases in execution time and memory demand.
2. Methodology
2.1. ESSM and RIF Model
ESSM is fundamentally a variation of the extensively used Bondarenko method. It accurately
evaluates the equivalence cross section by performing iterations between a fixed-source transport
problem and calculation of the self-shielded cross sections for the geometry being analyzed. The
subgroup approach also uses fixed-source transport solutions to evaluate the subgroup-level
dependent equivalence cross sections. The advantage of ESSM is that it does not require
complicated generation of subgroup levels and weights. The implementation of ESSM described
in this paper is slightly different from that described in Ref. [6][7].
Our goal is to evaluate multigroup self-shielded cross sections,

σ x , g = ∫ σ x (u )φ (u )du
∆u g

∫

∆u g

φ (u )du

(1)

where x is a specific reaction channel and g is the index of an energy (lethargy) group. The
weighting flux in Eq. (1) is the solution of the neutron slowing-down equation for a specific
configuration. The slowing-down equation in a homogeneous medium is given as

eu '−u
∑i Σt ,i (u )φ (u ) = ∑i ∫u−εi Σ s,i (u ' )φ (u ' ) 1 − α du '
i
u

(2)

where i is summed over all isotopes of the material, and ε i is the maximum lethargy gain when a
neutron scatters off isotope i. Three major assumptions have been made in this equation for the
resolved resonance energy range: (1) the scattering source includes only s-wave elastic reactions;
(2) up-scattering is neglected; and (3) the direct fission source is neglected. In order to decouple
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the lethargy dependence in the scattering source from lethargy u − ε i to u , the Intermediate
Resonance (IR) approximation [16] is employed to obtain:

∑Σ
i

t ,i

(u )φ (u ) = ∑ λi Σ p ,i + ∑ (1 − λi )Σ s ,i (u )φ (u )
i

(3)

i

A more common form of the flux for self-shielding calculations can be achieved by neglecting
the resonance scattering term λi Σ RS ,i (u ) (note Σ s ,i (u ) = Σ RS ,i (u ) + Σ p ,i ) in the second term of the
right-hand side, such that the flux is primarily a function of the absorption and potential
scattering cross sections:

∑λ Σ
φ (u ) =
∑ Σ (u ) + ∑ λ Σ
i

i

p ,i

a ,i

i

i

i

(4)
p ,i

The equivalence theory [3] correlates the solution of the homogeneous resonance problem with
the heterogeneous problem by introducing the equivalence cross section Σ e :

φhet

∑λ Σ + Σ
(u ) =
∑ Σ (u ) + ∑ λ Σ
i

i

a ,i

i

p ,i

i

i

e
p ,i

+ Σe

=

Σb
∑ Σ a,i (u ) + Σ b

(5)

i

By introducing Eq. (5) into Eq. (1), the effective cross section is a function of the background
cross section Σb , so a table of effective cross section (or RI) can be built through various
background levels. It should be mentioned that RI tables are for a single resonance isotope,
therefore, no resonance interference is taken into account at this step.
ESSM directly uses these RI tables for cross section interpolation. An initial set of effective
absorption cross sections can be obtained by assuming Σ e =0 for the fixed source problem (FSP)

1


Ω∇ϕ g (r , Ω) +  ∑ Σ a ,i , g (r ) + ∑ λi Σ p ,i , g (r )  ϕ=
g ( r , Ω)
4π
i
 i


∑λ Σ
i

i

p ,i , g

(r )

(6)

By solving the FSP, updated equivalence cross sections Σ e are obtained from the correlation of
flux and equivalence cross section in Eq. (5), which allows a new set of effective cross sections
to be interpolated through the RI tables and hence a new FSP can be formulated. The iterations
continue until the equivalence cross sections Σ e converge.
Once the equivalence cross sections are properly determined, the RIF model comes into play.
The slowing-down equation for an equivalent homogeneous problem relative to the problem of
interest can be formulated by adding the equivalence cross section on both side of Eq. (2)
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u


eu '−u
du ' + Σ e ,G
 ∑ Σ t ,i (u ) + Σ e ,G φ (u ) = ∑ ∫ Σ s ,i (u ' )φ (u ' )
u −ε i
1 − αi
i
 i


(7)

Noting the equivalence cross section is evaluated per coarse group from ESSM, approximation is
made by using the average value instead of the one with continuous lethargy dependency. The
RIF calculation involves solving Eq. (7) twice, once for the mixture of all isotopes, the other for
a single resonance isotope with other isotopes treated as background isotopes
σ=
σ p ) . The two spectra are then used to collapse the effective cross sections and
(σ=
t (u )
s (u )
the ratio of the two effective cross sections for each resonance isotope i at each reaction channel
x is defined as the resonance interference factor (RIF),
RIFx ,i , g =

σ xint,i ,erfered
g
−int erfered
σ xnon
,i , g

(8)

The last step is to modify the ESSM analysis by correcting the non-interfered effective cross
section to account for interference.
2.2. Mesh Scheme for Homogeneous Slowing-down Solver
Eq. (7) can be solved by either an equal-lethargy mesh or a problem-dependent mesh. The
number of energy points affects the computational time and memory requirement of the solver,
which is a primary concern of the interference model because the conventional method of
Bondarenko iteration is extremely fast and requires no additional memory. Methods for treating
the scattering source with an equal-lethargy mesh can be found in a few references such as Ref.
[2]. In this section, we adapt the CENTRM methodology and formulate a simplified problemdependent mesh scheme specially for the homogeneous calculations.
Compared with the fixed energy points of an equal-lethargy mesh, the problem-dependent mesh
has a more flexible mesh size which is primarily dependent on the dependence of the
macroscopic total cross section of the material versus energy. To construct an optimized
problem-dependent mesh, the first step is to construct a union energy mesh from the original
energy meshes for all the isotopes in the problem. The macroscopic total cross sections are
computed on the union mesh and used to thin the union mesh in such a manner that the
macroscopic total cross section can be linearly interpolated according to a specific tolerance.
Another constraint that adds more points to the mesh is that the maximum interval width
between two successive points should be less than one-third of the maximum lethargy gain of the
neutron due to elastic scattering from the heaviest isotope. After unionizing, thinning and adding
additional points, the final energy mesh is used for the slowing-down calculation.
The rest of this section describes the treatment of the in-scatter source with the problemdependent mesh. Starting from Eq. (2), the exponential quantity is written in terms of energy to
avoid the exponential calculation
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∑Σ
i

t ,i

u
EΣ (u ')
(u )φ (u ) =
∑i ∫u −εi E '(1s,−i α ) φ (u ')du '
i

(9)

Equation (9) is satisfied at each point on the problem-dependent mesh,
un

En Σ s ,i (u ')

un −ε i

E '(1 − α i )

∑ Σt ,i (un )φn =
∑∫
i

i

φ (u ')du '

(10)

Define m as the number of lethargy points that a neutron scattering from nuclide i will traverse
from lethargy un − ε i to un (not including un ), so that the integral in Eq. (10) can be split into m
sub-integrals plus an extra term integrated from un − ε i to un − m
=
∑ Σt ,i (un )φn
i

un−m En Σ s ,i (u ')
 m un− j+1 En Σ s ,i (u ')

φ (u ')du '+ ∫
φ (u ')du '
∑i ∑
∫
un − j
u
−
ε
n
i E '(1 − α )
E '(1 − α i )
i
 j =1


(11)

These integrals except the last one are evaluated with trapezoidal rule,

∑ Σt ,i (un )φn = ∑
i

i

 Σ s ,i (un− j +1 )φn− j +1 Σ s ,i (un− j )φn− j
En  m
+
∑ ∆un− j 
2(1 − α i )  j =1
En− j +1
En − j


= Σ s ,nnφn + Σ s ,n 'nφn−1 + ∑
i

 Σ s ,i (un− j +1 )φn− j +1 Σ s ,i (un− j )φn− j
En  m
+
∑ ∆un− j 
En− j +1
En− j
2(1 − α i )  j =2


, Σ s ,nn
where ∆un − j = un − j +1 − un − j =

=
Σ s ,n ' n

En

∑ 2(1 − α ) E
i

i

n −1



 + ∆Si ,n ,m 




1

∑ 2(1 − α ) ∆u
i



 + ∆Si ,n ,m 


 (12)

Σ s ,i (un ) ,

n −1

i

un − m

Σ s ,i (u ')

un −ε i

E '(1 − α i )

∆un −1Σ s ,i (un −1 ) , and ∆Si ,n ,m =
∫

φ (u ')du ' .

Since the maximum lethargy gain for scattering off the heaviest nuclide is always greater than
the maximum lethargy mesh spacing ( m ≥ 1 ), the interior term Σ s ,nnφn always exists and can be
rearranged,



 ∑ Σt ,i (un ) − Σ s ,nn  φn = Σ s ,n ' nφn −1 +
 i

m
 Σ s ,i (un − j +1 )φn − j +1 Σ s ,i (un − j )φn − j
1
En ∑
+
 ∑ ∆un − j 
E
En − j
i 2(1 − α i )  j = 2
−
+
n
j
1





 + ∆Si ,n ,m 
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Even for heavy nuclides such as uranium and plutonium, the number m can be a few hundred. To
avoid the time-consuming summation over j for every energy point n, a cumulative term for each
isotope i is defined to facilitate the summation [1],
n −1
Σ
Σ φ
φ
1
∆u j  s ,i , j +1 j +1 + s ,i , j j
Ci ,n =
∑
 E
2(1 − α i ) j =1
Ej
j +1






(14)

Thus, the summation term over j on the right-hand side of Eq. (13) can be replaced by
subtraction of two cumulative terms:
m
 Σ s ,i (un − j +1 )φn − j +1 Σ s ,i (un − j )φn − j
1
∆
+
u
∑ n− j 
En − j +1
En − j
2(1 − α i ) j = 2



Ci ,n −1 − Ci ,n − m
 =


(15)

The extra term ∆Si ,n ,m can be interpolated from Ci ,n − m − Ci ,n − m −1 by the lethargy difference. To sum
up, three independent terms need to be evaluated for each lethargy point n, i.e., Σ s ,nn , Σ s ,n ' n and

φ 
Σ φ Σ
1
∆un −1  s ,i ,n n + s ,i ,n −1 n −1  . Note the last value is done for each isotope and is
2(1 − α i )
En −1 
 En
evaluated when the calculation of φn is complete. It is accumulated by Eq. (14) and will be used
by the next lethargy point n + 1 .
Condensation of multigroup effective cross sections for the problem-dependent mesh needs
careful consideration. As the mesh thinning is based on a specified tolerance for linear
interpolation of the macroscopic total cross section for the whole material, there should be some
cross section variation on energy existing in the original cross section mesh of an isotope,
however, missing in the thinned flux mesh. To retrieve the cross section subtleties of each
isotope, the original mesh of the isotope and the thinned flux mesh are unionized as the final
mesh for the integration of effective cross sections. The flux interpolation in the union mesh is
performed by the total reaction rate ( Σtφt ) instead of flux itself, because the reaction rates versus
energy is much smoother than the flux.
2.3. RI Interpolation of Single Resonant Isotope
The RIF model requires two sets of self-shielded multigroup cross sections created for every
resonance isotope in the fuel. One set is created with a flux spectrum calculated by considering
the entire fuel mixture of resonance isotopes. This spectrum has to be solved from the slowingdown Equation (7). The other set is created with a flux spectrum generated by isolating a single
resonance isotope from all other absorbers in the fuel mixture. This set of effective cross sections
can be efficiently interpolated from homogeneous RI tables rather than being expensively solved
on the fly. In this sense, the slowing-down solver is performed only once for each mixture, which
significantly reduces the computation time. Detailed procedures of generating the homogeneous
RI tables as well as IR factors can be found in Ref. [11].
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Usually the IR factors are only calculated against the resonances of 238 U, which is the dominant
isotope in PWR fuels. However, in our application, every resonance isotope is isolated when the
non-interfered cross sections are being calculated. Thus, each isotope should have m sets of IR
factors, where m is the number of resonance isotopes. Typically the total number of groups g is
around a hundred, hence the corresponding number of IR factors read into the program will be
g × m × n , where n is the number of isotopes in the problem. Consequently, the number of IR
factors is in the same order as the number of point-wise cross sections of an isotope, which will
not impose a significant memory increase with this method.
3. Calculation and Results
3.1. Cross Section Library and RI Tables
The homogeneous slowing-down solver was firstly developed in compatibility with SCALE 6.1
code systems [17] using CE libraries generated by AMPX [18]. Also the 60 group multigroup
library provided by ORNL was processed by AMPX. Since it is desirable to perform the
verifications with a general Monte Carlo code, such as MCNP5 [19], a set of multigroup
resonance data that are consistent with the Monte Carlo calculations are needed to assess the
significance of interference effect, eliminating other possible issues that might result in
discrepancies in the resonance cross sections, such as treatment of the unresolved energy range
and up-scattering considerations in the lower energy range. Fig. 1 depicts the overall picture for
the cross section data flow for the entire calculational system. The raw cross section data are
based on ENDF/B-VII.0 [20], although NJOY [21] and AMPX processing systems are
performed for different purposes. The heterogeneous RI tables generated by MCNP correspond
to a variety of background cross sections for a 2-D pin cell problem and were done by varying
the configurations of the pin cell geometry and compositions of the materials [22]. One million
neutron histories from a fixed neutron source for each case are simulated to achieve 1% standard
deviations for tallies of effective cross sections. These RI tables are different from the
homogenous ones mentioned in Section 2.3 which are processed by homogenizing hydrogen
with each resonance isotope. Thus the RI tables in the 60 group multigroup library have been
replaced by the MCNP generated RI tables for the purpose of consistent comparisons.
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ENDF/B-VII.0
AMPX
CE library

NJOY

AMPX

ACE

Multigroup library

MCNP Script
RI tables

Script

MG library w/ MCNP
generated RI tables

RIF model

DeCART

ESSM

Figure 1. Cross section data flow for the resonance calculation
3.2. Verification and Results
In this section, three pin cell cases are analyzed by the version of DeCART that includes ESSM
and the RIF model, and are compared with MCNP5 calculations. Table 1 shows the physical
parameters of the pin-cell configurations. The depleted UO 2 fuel (Case 3) contains 87 isotopes,
including 23 resonance isotopes.
Table 1 Parameters of the pin-cell cases
Case
1

Material
UO2 (5.0 w/o U)
235

2

MOX (1.2 w/o 235 U, 4.0 w/o 239 Pu)

3

Depleted UO2 (25 MWd/kgU)

Geometry
Pitch = 1.26cm
Fuel radius= 0.4069cm
Cladding inner = 0.418cm
Cladding outer = 0.475cm

Temperature
600K
everywhere

The DeCART code includes an option to use Bondarenko iteration for the treatment of resonance
interference. This option is turned off when the present RIF model is applied. The effective cross
sections are compared between Bondarenko iteration and RIF model. To avoid cluttering the
results, the case with no interference is not included in the following plots because the results are
close to the results obtained by Bondarenko iteration. Therefore, the differences between the RIF
model and Bondarenko iteration indicate the strength of the interference effect. Figures 2-4
provide a comparison of the self-shielded cross sections for Case 1. Since 238 U is the most
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abundant resonance isotope which dominates the final spectrum of the fuel, the interference
effect from 235 U to 238 U is marginal, essentially submerged in the statistical noise of the RI
tables. On the contrary, the resonance peaks of 238 U strongly interfere with the effective
absorption and fission rates in 235 U and the RIF model gives an excellent correction on the
effective cross sections for 235 U. As for Case 2, Figures 5-6 present the effective cross sections of
238
U and 239Pu, omitting 235 U because the results are very similar to the UO 2 case. Due to the
combination effect of 235 U and 239Pu resonances, RIF correction of 238 U is more noticeable than
the UO2 case. In all, the effective cross sections corrected by RIF model are in good agreement
with MCNP5 for both fuel types, except for a single group of 239 Pu absorption whose bigger
error is probably due to the statistic noise of the RI tables generated by MCNP5.
30
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Figure 2. Multi-group effective absorption of 238 U in UO2 fuel
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Figure 3. Multi-group effective absorption of 235 U in UO2 fuel
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Figure 4. Multi-group effective fission of 235U in UO2 fuel
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Figure 5. Multi-group effective absorption of 238 U in MOX fuel
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Figure 6. Multi-group effective absorption of 239 Pu in MOX fuel
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The effective cross sections obtained in Case 3 are also in good agreement with the Monte Carlo
solutions. To keep it brief, we just present the multiplication factors in Table 2. The RIF model
always provides better multiplication factors for the three cases. The relatively larger
discrepancy of eigenvalue for Case 3 is explained in Ref. [23]. ESSM considers the absorption of
resonance isotopes as a whole material when solving the FSP equations. This treatment
underestimates the equivalence cross sections as compared to singling out isotope or isotope
category and hence overestimates the eigenvalue especially when the number of absorbers is
large for the depleted cases.
Table 2 Comparisons of multiplication factors
Case

MCNP5

1
2
3

1.38861(0.00016)
1.41062(0.00016)
1.01275(0.00017)

DeCART
Bon.
1.39009
1.41241
1.01580

∆𝝆(pcm)
+77
+90
+296

DeCART
RIF
1.38906
1.40957
1.01487

∆𝝆(pcm)
+23
-53
+206

A comparison of the execution time and memory demand for the RIF method is given in Table 3.
Comparisons of the execution time for the three cases indicate that the time for solving FSP of
ESSM is not dependent on the number of resonance isotopes because FSP is solved only once
considering all resonance isotopes as a whole absorber to obtain the equivalence cross sections.
Additional time spent on RIF correction is not significant for the three cases because the
slowing-down solver is performed only once for the mixture, with each isolating isotope using
table interpolation. Since the point-wise cross sections are required for RIF correction, the
memory demand has been increased, especially in Case 3 where the total number of isotopes is
large in the problem. After all, the memory demand for RIF correction is still acceptable because
of using the problem-dependent energy mesh.
Table 3 Comparisons of computational resources
Case

1
2
3

DeCART-Bondarenko iteration
Total
Res.
Memory(MB)
[a]
[b]
time(s)
time(s)
14.5
1.1
86
16.9
1.1
86
34.1
1.2
87

Total
time(s)
17.2
17.7
29.1

DeCART-RIF
Res.
Memory(MB)
time(s)
1.2
130
1.2
143
2.4 (12.4[c])
464 (1840[d])

[a]. Total computation time of the eigenvalue problem including everything. The convergence rate of
eigenvalues may vary due to the changes of effective cross sections. This is the reason why the total time
applying RIF model is even faster than Bondarenko iteration for Case 3.
[b]. Time spent on resonance calculation, i.e. solving FSP and treating resonance interference.
[c]. Time if solving slowing-down equation for both mixture and isolating resonance isotopes.
[d]. Memory use if employing the equal-lethargy energy mesh (1 million energy points).
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4. Conclusions
In order to model the resonance interference effect, an improved RIF method is developed,
consisting of an optimized homogeneous slowing-down solver to calculate the effective cross
sections with and without interference. ESSM is chosen to be the solver of heterogeneous
resonance self-shielding and implemented into the transport code DeCART. The whole system
can provide more accurate self-shielded cross sections for UO2 and MOX fuels compared to the
crude treatment of Bondarenko iteration which is almost the same as no interference treatment.
The multiplication factors are improved for all the test cases with the improved RIF model.
Two features of the homogeneous slowing-down solver have proven to be very useful for
computational efficiency. The homogeneous RI tables are generated in such a way to yield the
self-shielded cross section for an isolated resonance isotope, avoiding the need to solve the
slowing-down equation. This ensures that the RIF model does not significantly increase the
computing time of resonance calculation even for a problem with depletion. A simplified form of
a problem-dependent energy mesh is developed for the homogeneous slowing-down solver to
minimize memory demand. The RIF method can be easily extended for parallel clusters because
the treatment of resonance materials in different regions do not depend on each other.
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